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Interaction of hematopoietic progenitors with the
thymic microenvironment induces them to prolif-
erate, adopt the T lineage fate, and asymmetrically
diverge into multiple functional lineages. Progenitors
at various developmental stages are stratified within
the thymus, implying that the corresponding micro-
environments provide distinct sets of signals to
progenitors migrating between them. These differ-
ences remain largely undefined. Here we used
physical and computational approaches to generate
a comprehensive spatial map of stromal gene
expression in the thymus. Although most stromal
regions were characterized by a unique gene expres-
sion signature, the central cortex lacked distinctive
features. Instead, a key function of this region
appears to be the sequestration of unique microenvi-
ronments found at the cortical extremities, thus
modulating the relative proximity of progenitors
moving between them. Our findings compel reexami-
nation of how cell migration, lineage specification,
and proliferation are controlled by thymic architec-
ture and provide an in-depth resource for global
characterization of this control.INTRODUCTION
T lymphocytesare constantly lost to a variety of causes (bleeding,
cellular senescence, postactivation cell death) and must be
replaced tomaintain homeostasis. Although homeostatic expan-
sion of peripheral T cells can and does compensate for some of
these losses (Surh and Sprent, 2008), new T lymphocytes are
produced mainly in the thymus under normal circumstances.
Interestingly, the thymus contains no self-renewing stem cells
(Wallis et al., 1975; Goldschneider et al., 1986). Instead, intrathy-
mic cells are replenished by recruitment of multipotent hemato-
poietic progenitors that circulate in the blood (Zlotoff et al.,Im2008). Once inside the thymus, conditions unique to the organ
induce new progenitors to undergo a well-characterized
sequence of developmental events, leading to the generation of
several distinct lineages of mature T lymphocytes (Zhou et al.,
2009; Josefowicz and Rudensky, 2009; Collins et al., 2009;
Singer et al., 2008). Progression through this sequence can be
tracked by biochemical markers, andmany functional character-
istics of each stage are known, including the timing of gene
recombination and expression of somatically encoded T cell
receptors, proliferative status and burst potential, T lineage
commitment status and other lineage potentials, etc. (Petrie
and Zu´n˜iga-Pflu¨cker, 2007; Ladi et al., 2006; Shortman et al.,
1990). However, thebasic nature of the thymicmicroenvironment
remains poorly understood, and only a handful of the signals that
specify T lineage developmental processes are known.
Intrathymic differentiation has been closely linked to patterned
migration within the organ (Petrie and Zu´n˜iga-Pflu¨cker, 2007;
Ladi et al., 2006). Blood progenitors enter the organ in a narrow
region of the perimedullary cortex (PC), where they are amplified
and retained to function as a transient pool of intrathymic
‘‘stem cells’’ (Porritt et al., 2003). Based upon occupancy (or
vacancy) of cortical stromal niches (Prockop and Petrie, 2004),
cells from this intrathymic progenitor pool are asymmetrically
recruited to leave the PC and migrate outwards through the
cortex in the direction of the capsule (Porritt et al., 2003). This
migration occurs along a matrix composed of reticular epithelial
cells (Prockop et al., 2002) that express several of the known
signals for T cell differentiation, including Notch ligands, c-kit,
and IL-7 (Petrie and Zu´n˜iga-Pflu¨cker, 2007; Ladi et al., 2006).
Outward migration also coincides with progression through
two stages of lymphoid development, correlating with loss of
non-T lineage potential, accessibility of T cell receptor (TCR) g,
d, and b loci to recombination, and several rounds of cell division
(Petrie and Zu´n˜iga-Pflu¨cker, 2007). Arrival in the subcapsular
region (SC) coincides with a major developmental transition,
marked by acquisition of the definitive T lineage markers CD4
and CD8 (Lind et al., 2001; Petrie et al., 1990; Nikolic´-Zugic´
et al., 1989) and the immature form of the T cell receptor
(preTCR; Groettrup et al., 1993). Arrival in the SC is also charac-
terized by intense proliferative activity (Penit, 1988; Lind et al.,
2001), silencing of the TCR b locus (Dudley et al., 1994), andmunity 31, 999–1009, December 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 999
Figure 1. Identification of Stromal Genes in Functionally
Mapped Thymic Tissues
(A) Workflow for identification of stromal genes and generation of
a spatial stromal map of the thymus.
(B) Spatial relationships of subregions used in this study. Typical
medullary and cortical subregions selected for collection are indi-
cated. Panel i shows tissue predissection, including baseline param-
eters for cortical and medullary tissue depth. Panel ii shows the
same tissue after defining regions for microdissection; each subregion
in the cortex represents approximately 15% of the total cortical depth.
Panel iii shows the tissue after microdissection, and in panel iv, the
lines defining the areas of interest have been removed to show the final
result of the microdissection process. Scale bars represent 200 mm.
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Mapping Thymic Stromal Microenvironmentsaccessibility of the TCR a locus to the recombinase (Petrie et al.,
1995). Subsequently, the polarity of migration is reversed, and
cells move back inwards through the cortex toward the PC
(Penit, 1988). Unlike movement outwards, the substrate for
inward migration is not clear and may largely depend on random
movement (Li et al., 2007; Witt et al., 2005), although periodic
interaction with reticular epithelial cells is still a requirement for
proper selection of TCR specificities (Bevan, 1977; Zinkernagel
et al., 1978; Teh et al., 1988). Cells that do interact successfully
with self-histocompatibility antigens are actively recruited into
the medulla (Witt et al., 2005; Ueno et al., 2004), where they
undergo additional screening for TCR specificity (Anderson
et al., 2002; Kyewski and Derbinski, 2004), as well as final func-
tional maturation (Dyall and Nikolic´-Zugic´, 1995; Gabor et al.,
1997; Boursalian et al., 2004).
The patterned movement of progenitors within the thymus is
believed to influence their differentiation by exposing them to
an ordered series of inductive microenvironments. This is partic-
ularly so in the cortex, where five of the six major stages of
lymphoid differentiation occur (reviewed in Petrie and Zu´n˜iga-
Pflu¨cker, 2007; Ladi et al., 2006). Inherent in this assumption is
the concept that different regions of the cortex are, in fact,
distinct from one another, yet very few such differences have
been reported. Further, relatively few global gene expression
studies have been performed on thymic stroma, and those
have focused mainly on medullary epithelial cells and dendritic
cells (Derbinski et al., 2005; Popa et al., 2007; Johnnidis et al.,
2005; Gotter et al., 2004). Consequently, broad characterization
of even gross cortical ormedullarymicroenvironments is lacking.
In this study, we characterized the global landscape of stromal
gene expression in thymic tissues, including spatially distinct
subregions of the cortex. The approach involved microdissec-
tion of intact tissue from anatomically defined tissue regions,1000 Immunity 31, 999–1009, December 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.l
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tfollowed by characterization of stromal genes either by
identifying genes expressed in tissue but not in the corre-
sponding lymphoid cells (stromal-specific genes) or by
proportionally subtracting lymphoid gene expression for
genes common to both stromal and lymphoid cells (global
stromal genes). One of the main benefits of this approach
is that changes in stromal gene expression areminimized,
because 3-dimensional relationships remain intact during
tissue isolation and because lengthy enzymatic incuba-
tions are not required. The resulting gene expression
signatures for stromal cells from the cortex and medullashowed that different thymic regions do, in fact, differ substan-
tially from one another at the gene expression level, including
subregions of the cortex. Surprisingly, we found that the centra
cortex, previously believed to provide a specific inductive micro-
environment for key developmental functions, has no unique
gene signature of its own, suggesting that its main role may be
to modulate the proximity of developing progenitors to inductive
microenvironments found in other regions of the thymus.
RESULTS
Mapping Global Gene Expression in Functionally
Defined Subregions of the Thymus
The overall workflow is illustrated in Figure 1A. Regions of thymic
tissue that correspond to specific developmental functions (Pet-
rie and Zu´n˜iga-Pflu¨cker, 2007; Ladi et al., 2006) were selected
according to standardized criteria (Figure 1B and Experimenta
Procedures). RNA was isolated from microdissected tissues
and used to probe Affymetrix MOE430 2.0 arrays (all known
mouse genes and ESTs). Initially, MAS5 detection calls (Affyme-
trix Expression Console) were used to identify genes that were
present (P) in at least one tissue region. For cortical subregions
where three independent gene chips were used for each region
(perimedullary cortex, PC; central cortex, CC; subcapsula
cortex, SC), 3/3 P calls were required for designation as presen
(i.e., highest possible stringency). For the medulla, which was
evaluated as a single unit, seven independent gene chips were
used, and genes defined as present were restricted to those
receiving at least six P calls. A total of 14,851 genes (correspond-
ing to 25,831 probe sets) were identified as being present in
at least one thymic tissue region. When genes in this list were
subjected to unsupervised hierarchical clustering, replicate
(independent) samples clustered together in logical fashion
Figure 2. Unsupervised Clustering Reveals Stromal-Domi-
nant Differences among Different Subregions of Thymic
Tissue
(A) RNA from microdissected tissues or purified lymphoid cells (as
indicated) was used to probe microarrays, and 25,831 probe sets
present in at least one microdissected tissue region were subjected
to two-dimensional hierarchical clustering (vertical hierarchy not
shown). Black indicates highest normalized expression. Samples
clustered in predictable fashion; notably, cortical subregions were
distinct from each other and were more similar to whole cortex than
to other tissue or lymphoid types.
(B) Although the visual range for all data sets was dominated by
stromal gene expression in the medulla (see text), hierarchical clus-
tering of only those genes present in cortical subregions revealed
visual, as well as quantitative, differences in subregion-specific gene
expression.
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cortex (Figure 2A), showing that there were discernable differ-
ences between these subsets. Note that the dynamic range of
the heatmap shown in Figure 2A is dominated by high signals
from medullary stromal cells (as discussed later in detail), mini-
mizing visual differences among cortical subregions. Nonethe-
less, visual differences between these regions can be easily
distinguished when these regions are clustered alone, without
medullary tissue (Figure 2B). Because the cellularity of thymic
tissues is dominated by lymphoid cells and because the
lymphoid cells themselves are stratified, it would be possible
to attribute cortical subregion clustering results to that of the
lymphoid cells. However, cortical lymphocytes clustered most
closely with medullary lymphocytes and were less related to
either whole cortex or cortical subregions than the latter were
to each other, indicating that gene expression by stromal cells
strongly influenced the hierarchy of unsupervised clusteringImmunity 3and thus the gene expression results. Evenwithout further
analysis, this definitively shows that stromal cells that
form functionally defined subregions of the thymus can
clearly be distinguished from one another at the gene
expression level.
Identification of Stromal-Specific Genes from
Total Genes Expressed in Dissected Tissues
Genes expressed by stromal cells can be organized into
two different categories: stromal-specific genes, which
are expressed by stromal cells but not lymphoid cells,
and global stromal genes, some of which may be shared
with lymphoid cells (see below). To identify stromal-
specific genes, we used two independent approaches.
In both cases, the starting list was composed of genes ex-
pressed in one or more tissue regions, as described
above. The first approach was signal independent, with
MAS5 detection calls to identify genes that were present
in tissue but absent (A) in the corresponding lymphoid
cells. Because five independent lymphoid chips were
used for each type, a single wildcard was again allowed
(i.e., either 4/5 or 5/5 A calls).
In contrast, the second approach was purely signal
based. Here, a series of logical (Boolean) and statistical
tests were incorporated to identify stromal-specificgenes. For accurate estimation of low-level gene expression
signals, we utilized quantile-normalized signal detection (probe
logarithmic intensity error, PLIER), considered to be more sensi-
tive and accurate for this purpose. The criteria for designation
as a stromal-specific gene with this Boolean and statistical
method were as follows: [(tissue signal > threshold) AND
(lymphoid signal < threshold) AND (tissue signal > lymphoid
signal) AND (t test p value for differences between tissue and
lymphoid signals < 0.05)]. The conventional median value was
initially used as a threshold for lymphoid gene expression.
However, we observed that many known stromal genes,
including several of the Notch ligands that are critical for T cell
development (Radtke et al., 1999; Robey et al., 1996; Washburn
et al., 1997), were expressed below this threshold (data not
shown, but included in the raw microarray results). This is a
common problem with signal-based approaches, which depend
on an arbitrary cutoff (nominally, the median) to predict which1, 999–1009, December 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 1001
Figure 3. Representation of Predicted Functional Classifications in Stromal Genes Identified by Differential Mapping
Genes identified as stromal-specific (Figure 1) in the cortex or the medulla were mapped onto pathways or functions as described in the text. Mapping onto
classifications that would be expected to characterize stromal (A) or lymphoid (B) cells in the thymus are shown. Enrichment or depletion are measured against
the number of genes from the whole chip that would be predicted to fall in each category based on random chance. Stromal gene lists were enriched for
categories that characterize of stromal cells and were depleted in categories that characterize lymphoid cells.
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Boolean and statistical parameters, and because we simulta-
neously used a parallel, signal-independent approach to deter-
mine stromal gene expression (above), we instead utilized the
25th percentile as the threshold for tissue signal, allowing us to
include all known stromal genes. A final obstacle to identification
of mapped stromal genes via the signal-based method was
that the relative contribution of lymphoid cells at different
developmental stages will vary widely among different cortical
subregions (Lind et al., 2001). Consequently, lymphoid gene
expression and tissue:lymphoid ratios would be different in
each subregion, making it almost impossible to accurately deter-
mine tissue:lymphoid ratios (see discussion of global stromal
gene expression, below). To address this, we performed addi-
tional experiments where whole cortical regions (spanning all
subregions) were microdissected. The Boolean and statistical
criteria described above were then used to compare whole
cortical tissue to that of total cortical lymphocytes, resulting in
a comprehensive list of total cortical stromal-specific genes.
This list was then used to mask cortical subregion data, allowing
us to regionally map total cortical stromal gene expression.
The detection call (signal-independent) method identified
1989 probe sets (mapping to 1775 genes) as being stromal
specific in the cortex, and 2093 probe sets (1787 genes) in the
medulla. The Boolean and statistical (signal-based) method
identified 1420 stromal-specific probe sets in cortex (1259
genes) and 2514 stromal-specific probe sets in the medulla
(2162 genes). 556 genes were common between cortical and
medullary compartments. As indicated in Figure 1A, genes
appearing at the intersection of the two independent methods1002 Immunity 31, 999–1009, December 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Incconstitute a high confidence stromal gene list, with a minimum
of false positive (MFP) results. However, as described above, it
should be noted that the stringency of each method alone is
actually quite high, and thus even the union list for the two
approaches (designated here as minimum false negative, MFN)
represents a high confidence list. A unified MFP and MFN
gene list, indicating the tissue region in which the genes appear,
their signals, and their assignment to dynamic spatial map of the
thymus (described below) can be found in Table S1 available
online. When mapped onto functional ontologies or pathways
that would be expected to characterize stromal cells, stromal-
specific gene lists were highly enriched in classifications that
characterize epithelial cells (the dominant component of thymic
stroma), antigen-presenting cells (Figure 3), and other similar
functions (not shown) and were depleted of genes that charac-
terize lymphoid cells.
Spatial Mapping of Region-Specific Gene Signatures
The gene lists presented in Table S1 represent a comprehensive
map of stromal-specific gene expression in the thymus. In order
to identify stromal-specific genes that uniquely characterize each
region, we extracted from this list those genes that changed
significantly (t test p value < 0.05AND jfold changejR 2) between
different regions. K-means clustering (Gene Spring 7.3.1) was
then used to partition these genes into related clusters, which
were then mapped in spatial context to the regions from which
each sample was derived. Eight dominant spatial patterns,
representing all significantly changed stromal-specific genes,
are shown in Figure 4; the genes mapping to each cluster are
annotated in Table S1..
Figure 4. Spatial Mapping of Stromal Gene Regions in the Thymus
Stromal genes that changed significantly between regions (p value < 0.05 AND
jfold changejR 2) were organized into clusters via the k-means algorithm, and
Immunity
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ImmAs expected, based on the known functions of these medul-
lary and cortical compartments, marked differences were
observed in their stromal gene expression patterns. Five of the
eight clusters (designated 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Figure 4) were domi-
nated by gene expression in medullary stromal cells. This finding
is obvious even prior to identification of stromal-specific genes,
because it can be clearly seen in unsupervised clustering of
tissue and lymphoid results (Figure 2), where the most differen-
tially regulated genes map to whole medulla (but not medullary
lymphoid cells or any cortical cells or tissues). The reason for
this high-level gene expression in medullary stromal cells is not
known. In any case, these five clusters are further distinguished
by patterns of stromal gene expression in cortical subregions.
For instance, genes in cluster 1 are more highly expressed in
the SC than in other cortical regions, whereas those in cluster
5 distinguish the PC region. Genes in cluster 2 characterize
both SC and PC, whereas those in cluster 3 represent both PC
and CC. Cluster 4 represents a set of genes whose expression
constantly decreases when moving outward from the medulla.
Clusters 6 and 8 represent genes that are dominant in cortex
over medulla, with cluster 8 being essentially unchanged in all
cortical regions, and cluster 6 being highest in the PC region.
Cluster 7 includes genes that are expressed at similar levels in
both the medulla and SC region, but are decreased in the PC
and CC. Conspicuous by its absence, however, is a cluster
that uniquely defines gene expression in the CC; the implications
and potential relevance of this observation are discussed later in
this manuscript.Identification of Global Stromal Gene Expression
The processes described above accurately identifies stromal-
specific genes in the context of a physical map of the thymus.
Stromal-specific gene lists characterize many important stromal
genes, including all known stromal signals for developing
lymphocytes (see Figure 4, Table S1, and Discussion). However,
they are limited in what they can reveal about stromal cell biology
because important genes that are common to lymphocytes (e.g.,
metabolic enzymes, signal transduction molecules, etc.) are
removed from these lists. Theoretically, it is possible to calculate
the proportion of gene expression contributed by stromal cells to
a given tissue region if the proportion of lymphoid signal is
known. This can be represented by the following formula (Gosink
et al., 2007):
Signaltissue = ðSlymphoid3ProportionlymphoidÞ+ ðSstromal3PstromalÞ:
Stissue and Slymphoid are experimentally measured values
(microarray), and because the tissue is represented by onlyeight clusters representing the dominant patterns are shown. Grey bars indi-
cate the interquartile range (25th–75th percentile) and solid vertical lines indi-
cate the interdecile range (10th–90th percentile) for all genes in the cluster, while
outliers are indicated by dots. For the sake of visual clarity, line graphs for indi-
vidual genes (probe sets) are not shown, but assignment to a given cluster
mandates that each gene generally follows the trend indicated by the median
value (bold line). The per gene normalized value across all experiments (i.e.,
unity, from which relative change is measured) is indicated by a dashed line.
A panel of genes known to characterize stromal cells in specific compartments
are indicated on the corresponding clusters.
unity 31, 999–1009, December 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 1003
Figure 5. Calculation of Global Stromal Gene Signatures by Proportional Subtraction of Lymphoid Signals from Tissues
(A) Hypothetical behavior for noiseless data. Stromal-specific genes are infinitely higher in tissue than in lymphoid cells, and thus form a portion of the curve with
infinite slope. Lymphoid-specific genes (no additional signal provided by stromal cells) likewise form the section of the curve with a slope of zero. The point at
which the lymphoid-specific line intersects the y axis defines the proportion of lymphoid signal in total tissue (per chip normalized data).
(B) In real (noisy) data, the hypothetical curve is deformed into a sigmoidal function in which the y-intercept is distorted. Note that only the region of the curve with
tissue:lymphoid values <1 is shown, because this is the theoretical maximum contribution of lymphoid signal to tissue. Three independent methods were used to
predict the y-intercept: the tangent to the inflection point (diagonal solid line), a line perpendicular to the inflection point (horizontal solid line), and the average ratio
for a panel of known lymphoid-specific genes (dashed line).
(C) Enrichment in KEGG pathways for the most-changed genes in each compartment (medulla or cortex; black, highest statistical significance; and gray, lowest
significance). Note that enriched pathways in cortical stroma are strongly biased towardmetabolic functions, whereas those inmedulla are heavily biased toward
signaling, particularly epithelial growth factor signaling pathways.
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equal to 1 – Plymphoid. Thus, calculation of stromal signals can be
carried out simply by determining the proportion of total tissue
signal that is contributed by lymphoid cells (Gosink et al.,
2007). In theory, this can be determined in a straightforward
fashion by plotting rank-ordered tissue:lymphoid signal ratios
for all genes on the chip, and determining the y axis intercept;
because stromal cells do not add any signal to lymphoid-specific
genes, the ratio of normalized signals from purified lymphocytes
to that of the whole tissue will accurately estimate Plymphoid and
allow the above equation to be solved for Sstromal (Figure 5A).
Unfortunately, several factors inherent to microarray experi-
ments, including biological variation, experimental variation,
and digital signal processing noise (including large signal devia-
tions at the low end of the range), distort the rank-ordered
tissue:lymphoid curve such that it does not intersect the y axis
in a predictable fashion (Figure 5B; Gosink et al., 2007). Conse-
quently, we used several independent approaches to estimate1004 Immunity 31, 999–1009, December 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Incthe y axis intercept (Plymphoid). These included the y-intercept
of a line tangent to the inflection point at the low end of tissue:
lymphoid ratios (Figure 5B), the y-intercept of a line perpendic-
ular to the inflection point, and the mean tissue:lymphoid signal
ratios for a series of known lymphoid-specific genes (e.g.,
Rag1, Cd8, etc.; see Experimental Procedures and Table S2).
Each of the three methods generated Plymphoid values in a rela-
tively narrow range: 0.77–0.89 for the cortex and 0.66–0.80
for the medulla. These values are consistent with relative
cortical andmedullary stromal cellularity as indicated by conven-
tional staining approaches (e.g., keratins, Cd11b, Cd11c, etc.).
Depending on the specific goals, more inclusive (lower Plymphoid
values) or more exclusive (higher Plymphoid values) global stromal
signatures can be calculated from the raw data associated with
this study, by applying Plymphoid values in the indicated range
(Figure 5B) to the equation described above. It is also possible
to exceed the predicted range to include fewer or more genes,
depending on the specific objectives..
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lary pathways, global stromal gene expression was calculated
for each compartment with the middle (lymphoid-specific gene
method) Plymphoid value (0.88 for cortex, 0.70 for medulla). Signal
ratios were then determined for each probe set, and genes
corresponding to the top 10% of ratios for cortex or medulla
were mapped onto KEGG pathways (http://www.genome.jp/
kegg) with the DAVID Bioinformatic Resource (http://david.
abcc.ncifcrf.gov; Huang da et al., 2009; Dennis et al., 2003).
Somewhat unexpectedly, we found that genes highly expressed
in cortical stromal cells were strongly biased toward metabolic
processes, whereas those in medullary stromal cells were
strongly biased toward signaling functions, especially those
related to epithelial cell growth and/or survival factors
(Figure 5C). The importance of this finding is not known, but
underscores the utility of our global approach to identify unique
properties of stromal cells in different tissue regions. Notably, the
pathways that characterize lymphoid cells in each compartment
(via the same method) differ substantially from that of the corre-
sponding (computationally identified) stromal lists (data not
shown), indicating that the proportional removal of lymphoid
signals from tissues does indeed facilitate the identification of
global stromal signals.
DISCUSSION
The thymus is unique among tissues that undergo steady-state
differentiation for several reasons. A major distinction is that it
contains no long-term self-renewing stem or progenitor cells
(Wallis et al., 1975; Goldschneider et al., 1986) and instead relies
on semicontinuous recruitment (Foss et al., 2001) of stem or
progenitor cells that circulate in the bloodstream. Upon entry
into the thymus, microenvironmental conditions specific to the
thymus induce these multipotent progenitors to adopt the T
lineage fate, undergo multiple asynchronous rounds of prolifera-
tion, and diverge into at least five major functionally distinct sub-
lineages (helper, cytotoxic, regulatory, NKT, and g/d). Stromal
elements forming the thymic microenvironment are also respon-
sible for screening the repertoire of nongermline-encoded TCR
generated during somatic recombination, eliminating cells with
self-reactive specificities and selecting for those that are self-
tolerant (Kisielow et al., 1988; Bevan, 1977; Kappler et al.,
1987; Zinkernagel et al., 1978). Although the role of the thymic
stromal microenvironment in TCR screening has been relatively
well characterized, only a few of the stromal signals that regulate
the other processes have been identified and are mainly limited
to Notch ligands (Robey et al., 1996; Radtke et al., 1999), kit
ligand (Rodewald et al., 1995), and interleukin-7 (Peschon
et al., 1994). A major obstacle has been that stromal cells, espe-
cially the epithelial cells that form the majority of thymic stroma
(van Ewijk et al., 1994; Boyd et al., 1993), are difficult to isolate
efficiently, especially in spatial context, which is a critical influ-
ence in all embryonic and steady-state developmental systems,
including the thymus.
The generation of a functional map of the thymus (reviewed in
Petrie and Zu´n˜iga-Pflu¨cker, 2007; Ladi et al., 2006), together with
the relative ease of isolating the corresponding lymphoid cells
in a pristine state, prompted us to devise a computational
approach to identify stromal gene expression in tissues fromImmmicrodissected thymic regions. The use of laser microdissection
to isolate intact tissue regions allows spatial context to be
defined, while simultaneously ensuring a panoramic, unbiased
representation of all stromal cells within any region of interest.
Further, because tissues are frozen intact within minutes of
harvest, this approach can also be expected to maintain stromal
gene expression in a nearly unadulterated state. Together with
data from isolated lymphoid cells, this computational approach
thus provides an unprecedented opportunity to globally assess
stromal:parenchymal relationships, in spatial context, and in an
essentially unperturbed tissue.
Our stromal gene expression data can be divided into two
partially overlapping sets, namely stromal-specific genes (genes
expressed by stromal but not lymphoid cells) and global stromal
genes (all stromal genes, including some thatmay be sharedwith
lymphoid cells). The former is particularly useful for validation
because known markers that distinguish stromal versus
lymphoid cells can be used to assess the outcomes. Even with
very high stringency criteria in each of two completely indepen-
dent computational approaches, almost all known stromal-
specific genes were captured, including the dominant signals
mediating lymphoid differentiation (Notch ligands, kit ligand,
IL-7, or MHC), signals controlling intrathymic migration (Cxcl12,
Ccl19, Ccl21, Ccl25, or Vcam1), or canonical markers of epithe-
lial, mesenchymal, and hematopoietic stroma (Petrie and
Zu´n˜iga-Pflu¨cker, 2007). The only notable exception was the
Notch ligand Dll4, which was absent from stromal-specific lists
because its mRNA was also found (via high-stringency criteria)
at low signal levels in lymphoid cells, consistent with previously
published findings (Yan et al., 2001), and informatic analysis
of multiple thymus or T lymphoid datasets in public data-
bases (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo). Known, differentially
expressed stromal genes (from RNA in situ or immunohisto-
chemistry) were also completely recapitulated by our spatial
mapping approach. The genes included in our results thus
provide a validated resource of genes that may control lymphoid
differentiation and further elucidate the biology of the stromal
cells themselves. Many stromal-specific genes are predictive
of the biology for the region in which they are found. For instance,
the gene signature defining the PC, where multipotent progeni-
tors first enter the thymus from the bloodstream, includes
multiple genes known to regulate chemotaxis, extravasation,
or cell migration (for examples, see Kanda et al., 2008; Yang
et al., 2003; Rauch et al., 2005), whereas the signature that
discriminates the SC from other cortical regions includes genes
that regulate classical signals for differentiation, including regu-
lators of Wnt (Tremblay et al., 2009), Shh (Allen et al., 2007), or
Nodal (Beck et al., 2002) signaling, as well as chemoattractive
and chemorepulsive (Toyofuku et al., 2008; Mertsch et al.,
2008) signals. Such genes, for which known function in other
tissues correlates with regional processes in the thymus, repre-
sent high-priority candidates for probing the biology of these
stromal regions.
Although stromal cells from the central cortex (CC) shared
expression of many genes with other cortical subregions and/
or the medulla, we find that they did not express any unique
genes of their own. This result was unexpected, because this
subregion is generally thought to induce several specific
developmental processes, including migration out from the PC,unity 31, 999–1009, December 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 1005
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Mapping Thymic Stromal Microenvironmentslymphoid lineage specification, proliferation, and accessibility of
TCR g, d, and b loci to enzymes mediating somatic recombina-
tion (Petrie and Zu´n˜iga-Pflu¨cker, 2007). It is important to note
that the CC does share with the PC, SC, and/or medulla several
key regulators of these processes, including Kitl, IL7, Dll1,
Cxcl12, and Vcam1, even though it does not appear to have
additional genes. This suggests that one of the main functions
of the CC may be to ensure that unique microenvironments
found in the PC (and/or medulla) remain insulated from those
in the SC, and further suggests that the predominant function
of the CCmay be to modulate the proximity of immature progen-
itors to signals from distal regions, rather than by direct induction
of its own specific processes. Such proximal:distal relationships
are important influences in virtually all systems of metazoan
development. We cannot rule out the possibility that quantita-
tive, rather than qualitative, differences in gene expression
and protein levels may play an important role in establishing
different microenvironments, as has been suggested by a similar
approach to study the developing kidney (Brunskill et al., 2008).
Nonetheless, our findings substantially challenge many of the
assumptions that have been made regarding the roles of strati-
fied tissue regions in the control of lymphoid development
and simultaneously facilitate an in-depth understanding of the
biology of these regions.
Finally, it is worth noting that unlike most solid tissues, the
structure of the thymus is somewhat amorphous, with cortical
regions sometimes flanked by two or more medullary regions,
as well as cortical and/or medullary regions of varying depths
and ratios. Of necessity, our approach idealized the structure
of the thymus, restricting tissues harvested to those with uniform
borders and concentric cortical-medullary regions of defined
depths (see Experimental Procedures). It is possible, if not likely,
that regions of the thymus that do not conform to these idealized
criteria may be distinct in function as well as structure, and may
have different gene expression patterns than those found in
more structured regions. Although we can only speculate on
the function of these atypical regions, it is tempting to consider
that they may distort the developmental process in a way that
could add to the diversity of distinct T lineages and/or their
relative functions.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mice
Male C57BL6mice at 4–8 weeks of agewere used; procedures were approved
by the Scripps-Florida Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Isolation of Microdissected Tissues
Intact thymuses were removed, immediately placed in ice-cold mounting
medium, and frozen. Transverse 20 mmsections were cut from themiddle third
of the organ (A/P axis) andmounted on PENmembrane slides (Leica). Sections
selected for microdissection were chosen to have cortical regions 400–600 mm
deep, medullary regions at least 200 mm deep, and symmetrical cortical/
medullary borders. Tissue was fixed in cold acetone/ethanol (3:1 v/v), rehy-
drated through graded ethanol, stained with cresyl violet (LCM Staining Kit,
Ambion), and dehydrated through graded ethanol. Slides were dried at room
temperature and immediately used for microdissection on a Leica AS LMD
system. Sections adjacent to those used for microdissection were mounted
on glass slides for archival purposes. Additional sections 100 mm above and
below microdissected sections were also mounted on glass slides and exam-
ined to rule out tissue irregularities outside microdissected plane. Cortical1006 Immunity 31, 999–1009, December 18, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Incsubregions were prepared from tissues as described above, with each subre-
gion representing 15% of the total cortical depth. RNA was prepared with
RNAqueous Micro kits (Ambion). Each independent RNA pool included tissue
from multiple sections and mice.
Isolation of Purified Lymphoid Cells
Thymuses were removed and placed immediately in ice-cold medium (Hanks’
balanced salt solution, 5% FBS, 10 mg/ml DNase); all subsequent steps were
at 4C. Single-cell suspensions were stained with labeled antibodies (below),
followed by cell sorting. Sort gates for medullary lymphoid cells were CD3hi
AND CD45+, and for cortical lymphoid cells were CD3/lo AND CD45+ AND
(CD90+ OR CD117+). Dead cells were excluded via DAPI. Cells for microarray
analysis were selected to be >99%pure andwere generally >99.8%pure. RNA
was prepared with RNeasy Mini Kits (QIAGEN) according to recommended
protocols.
In Vitro Transcription, RNA Labeling, and Array Hybridization
These were carried out by the Genomics Core Facility at The Scripps-Florida
Research Institute. In brief, 0.2–1.0 mg of total RNA was used for 30 in vitro
one- (whole tissues or sorted cells) or two- (cortical subregions) cycle target
labeling (Affymetrix). Biotin-labeled cRNA probes were prepared as recom-
mended by the manufacturer (Affymetrix), with oligo-dT primers, SuperScript,
and BioArray High Yield RNA Transcript kits (Affymetrix). Fragmentation/
hybridization to MOE430v2.0 arrays (Affymetrix) were performed according
to Affymetrix protocols. Imaging was performed on a Hewlett Packard
GeneArray Scanner. MIAME-compliant raw data has been deposited into
the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus database (below).
Unsupervised Clustering of Microarray Results
A list of all genes defined as being Present in at least one tissue region (see
Results) was generated. The Pearson correlation similarity measure and
average linkage algorithm in GeneSpring 7.3.1 (Agilent) was used to identify
relative similarities in gene expression profiles.
Signal-Independent Identification of Stromal-Specific Genes
Detection calls (Present, Marginal, Absent) were calculated with the MAS5
algorithm in Affymetrix Expression Console software (v.1.0). This algorithm
calculates the statistical significance (Wilcoxon’s Signed Rank test) of differ-
ences between matched/mismatched probes in each probe set, and assigns
a detection call of P to those where p < 0.05, M where 0.05% p < 0.065, and
A where pR 0.065. For medulla, stromal-specific genes received P calls for at
least 6/7 independent tissue results and A calls at least 4/5 lymphoid results.
For cortical subregions, where three chips were used for each region,
stromal-specific genes received 3/3 P calls in tissue and 4/5 A calls in the
corresponding lymphocytes.
Signal-Based Identification of Stromal-Specific Genes
Mean quantile-normalized (PLIER) signals for each group of biological repli-
cates were calculated for each probe set on the chip. Default parameters in
the PM-MM PLIER algorithm in the Affymetrix Expression Console (v1.0)
were used. In the case of total cortical or medullary tissues or cells, where
five to seven gene chip experiments were performed, the single-most outlying
value (largest Z score) was removed for each probe set. As described in
Results, the 25th percentile was used as the threshold for genes present in
microdissected tissue; noise induced by this low threshold was offset by the
implementation of other processing criteria, including a requirement that the
lymphoid signal be below the median value (i.e., absent), that the differences
in normalized signals between tissue and lymphoid samples be statistically
significant (Student’s two-tailed t test p value < 0.05), and that the normalized
tissue signal be greater than that of lymphoid cells.
Assessment of Enrichment for Predicted Functions
Four lists were analyzed via the NIAID’s web-based tool DAVID (http://david.
abcc.ncifcrf.gov) (Dennis et al., 2003; Huang da et al., 2009): cortical stromal
MFP, medullary stromal MFP (both as defined above), and similar lists for
cortical or medullary lymphoid cells, representing all probe sets (called Present
in 4/5 lymphoid experiments) AND (lymphoid signal > corresponding tissue
signal) AND (Student’s t test p value for tissue:lymphoid differences < 0.05)..
Immunity
Mapping Thymic Stromal MicroenvironmentsStatistical p values were calculated in GeneSpring 7.3.1. Multiple testing
correction was set to Benjamini and Hochberg. Each list of probe sets was
uploaded into DAVID and analyzed with the Functional Annotation Tool. The
background was set to the MOE430 2.0 chip and species was set to Mus
musculus. Within the ‘‘chart’’ function for Gene Ontologies (All Biological
Processes) and Kegg Pathways, the ‘‘options’’ feature was used to include
fold enrichments. Also within the ‘‘options’’ feature, the EASE score (modified
Fisher’s exact p value) threshold was set to 1 and gene count threshold was
set to 0, in order to obtain results for all terms in all four lists. Gene Ontology
and Kegg pathway results, including enrichment and EASE scores, were
downloaded as tab-delimited text files for each of the four lists via the
‘‘download file’’ feature. The text files were imported into Excel in order to
compare results for terms or pathways across each of the four lists. Results
for terms or pathways expected to be enriched in either stromal or lymphoid
lists were evaluated, and enrichment values for some representative terms
and pathways are charted for each of the lists in Figure 3. All terms charted
were also statistically overrepresented (EASE score < 0.05) in at least one
compartment (cortex or medulla) in the expected tissue type (stroma or
lymphoid).Identification of Differentially Expressed Stromal-Specific Genes
Per gene-normalized values (median = 1) for each probe set, in the minimum
false positive list were generated with the MAS5 algorithm (Affymetrix Expres-
sion Console). Signals that changed at least 2-fold between any two regions
and were statistically different (Student’s t test p value < 0.05) were identified.
The k-means clustering algorithm in GeneSpring GX 7.3.1 (100 iterations,
Pearson correlation similarity measure) was used to assign patterns of expres-
sion in the context of thymic space.Calculation of Global Stromal Gene Expression
As described in Results, global stromal gene expression can be calculated
by proportionally removing lymphoid gene expression from tissue results.
However, several factors (discussed in Results and Gosink et al., 2007)
induce distortion that makes precise calculation of the proportion of
lymphoid signal (Plymphoid) impractical. Consequently, three independent
methods were used to estimate Plymphoid. The first two relied on identification
of the inflection point of the deformed (sigmoid) curve generated by plotting
rank-ordered tissue:lymphoid ratios (see Figure 5B). The first of these
assumes that the y axis value of the inflection point represents the true
Plymphoid, whereas the second assumes that the y-intercept of a line tangent
to the inflection point is the actual Plymphoid. To find the inflection point,
a third-order polynomial equation (cubic spline, least-squares) was fitted
to the data via Prism 5.0 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). To most accurately define
the curve in the area of the inflection point, probe sets in the top 5th percen-
tile of lymphoid signals, or those with tissue:lymphoid ratios R2, were
removed prior to modeling the equation. The x axis value of the inflection
point (xi) was calculated by setting the second derivative of the polynomial
regression equation to zero, and the y axis value of the inflection point (yi,
an estimate of Plymphoid) was determined by substituting xi into the regression
equation and solving for y. To determine the y-intercept (b) of a line tangent
to the inflection point of the regression curve, the slope of the tangent (m)
was calculated by solving the first derivative of the regression equation
described above, and then via the standard equation for slope and intercept:
yi = mxi + b. The third method for estimating Plymphoid involved using the
average tissue:lymphoid ratio for a set of genes generally accepted to be
lymphoid specific (see Table S2).
To evaluate themajor differences between cortical andmedullary pathways,
global stromal gene expression was calculated for each compartment via the
middle (lymphoid-specific gene ratio) Plymphoid value (0.88 for cortex, 0.70 for
medulla). Signal ratios were then determined for each probe set, and genes
corresponding to the top 10% of ratios for cortex or medulla were mapped
onto KEGG pathways (http://www.genome.jp/kegg) with the DAVID Bioinfor-
matic Resource (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov; Dennis et al., 2003; Huang da
et al., 2009). Enrichment was considered to be significant with an EASE score
(modified Fisher’s exact p value; Hosack et al., 2003) of <0.05. The entire gene
chip was used as the background. Heat mapping was carried out with
GeneSpring GX 7.3.1.ImmACCESSION NUMBERS
The microarray data are available in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds) under the accession number
GSE18281.
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